The utility of a continuous beam of He droplets for the assembly and surface deposition of Ag N clusters, <N> ~ 300 -6 000, is studied with transmission electron microscopy. Images of the clusters on amorphous carbon substrates obtained at short deposition times have provided for a measure of the size distribution of the metal clusters. The average sizes of the deposited clusters are in good agreement with an energy balance based estimate of Ag N cluster growth in He droplets. Measurements of the deposition rate indicate that upon impact with the surface the Heembedded cluster is attached with high probability. The stability of the deposited clusters on the substrate is discussed.
Introduction
The He droplet technique has proven pivotal in a number of important findings [1] [2] [3] . The observation of rotational spectra of molecules embedded in He droplets has provided for a novel microscopic probe of superfluidity in He droplets and its development as a function of droplet size [4] [5] . Another very fruitful application of the He droplet technique is in the growth and study of atomic and molecular clusters. Successful coupling of the He droplet technique with laser spectroscopy in the infrared and visible spectral regions in the study of the structure and dynamics of small molecular and atomic clusters in He droplets is reviewed in Refs. [1] [2] [3] [6] [7] .
Moreover, He droplets offer straightforward control over the cluster size and allow the formation of multi-component clusters, such as metal-molecule clusters. So far, many cluster experiments with He droplets have employed droplets of less than about 10 4 atoms resulting in small clusters of no more than about 10 particles. However, previous works indicate that large He droplets can be used to form large atomic or molecular clusters 2 . In particular, the formation of silver and lead clusters of up to about 100 atoms [8] [9] [10] and magnesium clusters 11 of up to several thousands of atoms in He droplets has been proven by mass spectroscopic experiments. We showed that ammonia clusters containing up to 10 4 molecules can be formed in He droplets and studied via infrared spectroscopy 12 . The results of our recent laser spectroscopic study of silver clusters, Ag N (N ~ 10 -10 4 ), suggest a transition from single-center to multi-center aggregation in going from small to large He droplets 13 . Thus aggregation in liquid He can also be used to form unique metal samples of nano-granular structure.
Our recent work indicates that metal clusters produced in He droplets can be deposited on a surface upon impact 14 . Supported metal nanoclusters have large potential in heterogeneous catalysis 15 , plasmonics [16] [17] and single molecule spectroscopy 18 . Of fundamental importance in these areas are the production of size-selected clusters, their controlled deposition onto different substrates, and the stability of such arrays of clusters 19 . In this work, Ag N clusters formed in He droplets have been deposited on an amorphous carbon (aC) film and studied via transmission electron microscope (TEM) imaging. We will first briefly describe the experimental setup.
Secondly, we report on the TEM imaging of Ag N clusters with estimated average sizes <N Ag > ~ 300 and 6 000 deposited on aC films at various deposition times and on their size distributions and fluxes. Lastly, we discuss the cluster size distributions as well as the mechanism of surface deposition for such clusters grown in He droplets.
Experiment
The schematic of the molecular beam apparatus is shown in Figure 1 . Helium nanodroplets with an average size of <N He > = 4·10 7 and 2. gives <N Ag > ≈ 300 and 6 000, respectively. For an imaged cluster of surface area S, we can calculate the number of Ag atoms, N Ag , contained within as: 13 22 4 3
Results
where n = 5.85·10 22 cm -3 is the number density of bulk silver. Here, we assume a spherical shape of the deposited clusters. Small clusters, as in this work, must be nearly spherical because the AgAg N binding energy of ≈ 3 eV 22 is stronger than that of the Ag-carbon surface of ≈ 1 eV 25 .
Based on the results in 
Discussion
The ratio of the flux of deposited Ag N clusters to that of He droplets in the beam gives the deposition yield of the clusters. Our results show that the flux of Ag N clusters determined from the TEM images is about a factor of two to three smaller than the flux of He droplets. This may indicate a somewhat smaller than unity sticking probability for the clusters in He droplets. On the other hand, a difference of this magnitude may be due to uncertainties in the estimates. For example, the initial He droplet sizes in this work may differ from that in previous measurements 3, 26 due to the use of a different nozzle plate and some slight inaccuracy in the actual nozzle temperature. In addition, according to Ref. 27 , there is a considerable and unknown fraction of small droplets in the beam which adds uncertainty to the estimates based on average droplet size. Moreover, the measurements of the droplet size distribution via deflection of droplets having an attached electron in Ref. 28 , which we rely on, cannot be used to study droplets of less than about 10
5
, since such droplets do not bind an electron. Therefore, we conclude that the sticking probability of Ag N clusters in He droplets colliding with the aC surface is large but cannot be determined with high accuracy at present. In comparison, in our previous work 14 ,
where the Ag flux was measured by a microbalance, both cluster flux and the droplet flux were equal within experimental error: 7.5·10 12 clusters/(sr·s) and 7·10 12 droplet/(sr·s), respectively.
Helium droplet collision with surface
The cold He droplets eventually disintegrate following collision with the warm surface, releasing the embedded Ag N clusters. The surface collisions of microscopic droplets (e.g., water, ethanol, etc.) has been thoroughly investigated via fast photography as well as theoretical calculations; see for example reviews in Refs. [29] [30] and references therein. The experimental conditions used in this work such as nanometer-sized He droplets, nano-scale substrate roughness, and high vacuum conditions differ substantially from those in the reviews. However, for estimation purposes, we consider the results obtained for such macroscopic droplets. It is well known that the outcome of a collision such as rebounding, spreading, or splashing depends on the collision speed v, density within the droplet ρ, droplet diameter D, and surface tension of the liquid σ, as well as on properties of the substrate. The initial phase of a collision of an incompressible drop depends on the magnitude of the Weber number, We, given by:
It is seen that We is proportional to the ratio of kinetic energy to the surface energy. Bouncing of drops is observed at small Weber number, We < 10, and depends on wetting of the surface by the drop liquid. Usually, splashing occurs when We exceeds a certain critical value of about We = 100; see for example Ref. 31 .
In Manzello and Yang 34 have studied collisions at surface temperatures above the critical point of the drop liquid and We = 700 -750. In both studies, fast imaging of the surface impact of mmsized water droplets shows considerable spread of the droplet during the impact leading to the formation of a liquid disc of diameter up to about ten times larger than the initial droplet. If the same scenario is valid for He droplets of 100 nm diameter, as employed in this work, containing
Ag N clusters as in Figure 2 , the resulting thickness of the liquid disc will be around 1 nm which is smaller than the diameter of the embedded Ag 6000 cluster of about 6 nm. Of course, fracture of the disc may occur at some point when its height becomes comparable to the distance between He atoms in the liquid of about 0.4 nm as follows from the number density of liquid He of 21.8 nm -3 . 32 Thus we expect that during the impact the dopant Ag N cluster will come in direct contact with the aC surface and remain attached to it, while the He droplet disintegrates. This scenario is in agreement with the observed high yield of the deposited clusters. During the expansion along the surface of the colliding droplet its rim can attain a high velocity comparable to the velocity of sound in liquid He of about 240 m/s 32 . Therefore, the embedded clusters may also be dragged along the surface before attachment. This He-assisted mobility of the clusters on the surface may contribute to enhanced combination of the clusters. At present, it remains unclear whether heat transfer from the surface will be important during the short time of the expansion phase following collision which lasts for about 0.5 ns.
Soft landing
The Ag N clusters in He droplets collide with the aC at the velocity of the droplet beam which is known to be about 200 and 300 m/s for the larger and smaller droplets 35 used in this work, respectively. Within the assumption that the kinetic energy of the clusters is determined by the velocity of the carrier droplets, the kinetic energy per impacting Ag atom in the large clusters is about 0.034 eV. This is much less than one tenth the binding energy of a single Ag atom to the cluster of about 3 eV and to the surface which is about 1 eV for amorphous carbon 25 . Thus He droplet deposition is well within the so called "soft landing" regime 19 ; accordingly, the cluster and the surface remain intact upon collision. The estimated collision energy is less than the lowest yet reported in the literature of 0.05 eV for Sb N ions, <N> = 90 -2 200, impacting aC 36 .
Cluster size distribution
The size distribution of the Ag N clusters is a convolution of both the pick-up probabilities and the He droplet size distribution in the beam. The final size distribution, shape, and morphology of the deposited clusters are defined by the interplay between the dynamics of the doped He droplet impact [29] [30] , the nature of the substrate surface, cluster aggregation [37] [38] [39] , secondary processes 40 , and the TEM imaging procedure itself [23] [24] . As discussed earlier, Ag N clusters may experience some considerable translation along the surface during the droplet impact prior to adsorption, contributing to the mobility of the clusters on the surface and increasing the possibility of cluster aggregation. This depends on, for instance, the deposition rate [37] [38] [39] and the kinetic energy of the impacting clusters 41 . Once deposited, adsorption is facilitated by the known high density of surface defects of aC that serve as adsorption sites for deposited metal clusters 37 . The long term mobility of the clusters depends on the nature of these adsorption sites. Clusters will either remain pinned to some strong adsorption site or diffuse over the substrate until they find a suitable adsorption site or combine with another Ag N cluster. In fact, clusters on an atomically flat surface are known to remain mobile and can agglomerate by diffusion to form larger metal islands which are fractals under certain conditions 39 . The linear dependence of the surface coverage at short deposition time in the present experiments shows that aggregation of clusters is not important at surface densities of less than about 1.6·10 10 clusters/cm 2 . However, this becomes important at higher surface densities. The largest surface density of clusters in Figure 3 corresponds well to the saturation cluster density of around 5·10 11 clusters/cm 2 measured for various metal clusters (In, Bi, Au, Ag) on aC films [37] [38] 40, 42 .
The obtained mean cluster size of <N Ag > = 6 400 in Figure 4 is in good agreement with the estimate based on the binding energy of atoms in Ag N clusters and the initial average size of the He droplets. Thus we conclude that clusters remain intact upon deposition and that aggregation of the clusters is not important at low coverage, such as in Figure 2a -b. Despite this conclusion, clusters may experience some reconstruction upon attachment to the surface at room temperature. Recently, we have studied the structure of Ag N clusters formed in He droplets (in situ) via optical spectroscopy 13 . We have found that in smaller clusters, such as the N Ag ~ 600 clusters studied in this work, the spectra are dominated by a surface plasmon resonance near 3.8 eV consistent with absorption by individual compact metallic particles. However, larger clusters, such as the N Ag ~ 6400 clusters studied in this work, reveal unexpectedly strong broad absorption at low frequency extending down to ≈0.5 eV. This suggests a transition from single-center to multi-center formation, in agreement with estimates of cluster growth kinetics in large He droplets. Accordingly, a number of small clusters , which later coalesce into an aggregate inside the hosting He droplet, are formed during pickup. These small clusters may retain their individuality because the energy barrier associated with reconstruction into a close packed cluster is insurmountable at 0.4 K in He droplets. However, upon deposition onto a surface at room temperature cluster aggregates must coalesce into compact particles. The coalescence must be facilitated by the long residency of the clusters on the surface of half a day prior to TEM imaging, including several hours at ambient conditions, as well as by exposure to the electron beam during the imaging procedure. This conjecture is supported by the results of Ref. 39 , which show that small (N < 1 000) Ag N clusters deposited on an aC surface aggregate and coalesce within a few hours.
The average cluster size of smaller clusters, <N Ag > = 600 in Figure 5 , is a factor of two larger than that estimated from eq 1, which may indicate some aggregation of the clusters. It may also be the result of low contrast in the TEM images of small clusters, such that the obtained distribution is biased towards larger sizes. In fact, it has been previously observed that Au clusters of less than 1 nm diameter could not be detected immediately after deposition due to low contrast in the TEM images 38, 43 . Popescu et al. 40 reported the detection of Au clusters of 0.3 nm diameter only after 7 days exposure to ambient atmospheric conditions, which may indicate the importance of some secondary processes resulting in increased contrast in the TEM images of small clusters. The electron beam itself, requisite for TEM imaging, is also known to induce evaporation of small deposited Ag N clusters. This would also explain the inability to reliably image clusters of less than about 200 atoms in the present work. Finally, the accuracy of the estimates according to eq 1 heavily rely on the average He droplet sizes from Refs. 3, 26 . The He droplet sizes obtained at the nominal nozzle temperature of 9 K in this work strongly depend on the actual nozzle temperature; any slight variation in the actual nozzle temperature would lead to droplets of initial average size different from those reported in Refs. 3, 26 . Therefore, the Ag N clusters assembled within will likewise exhibit a strong size-dependence on the actual nozzle temperature adding to any uncertainty in the estimates. Therefore, the disagreement factor of about two between the estimated and measured cluster sizes is not unexpected.
Conclusions
We have demonstrated that metal clusters formed in He droplets can be successfully extracted by deposition onto an amorphous carbon film. The mean size of the deposited Ag N clusters is within about a factor of two in agreement with the estimated initial cluster size, which is based on the binding energy of the clusters and initial He droplet size. This shows that such clusters remain intact upon deposition and TEM imaging. This study opens up new opportunities for routinely synthesizing in He droplets diverse metal and metal-molecule clusters spanning a wide range of cluster sizes and compositions and for studying their deposition on different substrates.
